Microsoft Teams

Collaboration to Transform Your Business
What is Microsoft Teams?
Microsoft Teams is one of the newest applications offered
in most of the Microsoft Office 365 subscription plans.
While Microsoft has been very successful with Skype for
Business over the years and will continue to offer it,
Microsoft Teams is the next evolution in collaboration
capabilities.
Microsoft Teams is often called an application acting as a
single pane of glass to enable users to access all of the
services of Microsoft Office 365. Sure it can be used for
Instant Messaging, screen sharing, telephone calling,
conference calls, etc. But it also provides easy instant
access to a team SharePoint site, OneDrive, a OneNote file,
to use bots and apps that help simplify our every day lives,
easily view a PowerBI report, etc. All of these features in
Teams are offered with enterprise security, compliance,
manageability and much more.
Let the intuitive features of Microsoft Teams transform
collaboration in your environment.

Features of Microsoft Teams
Encrypted conversations and data sharing
Complete cloud based product without servers
Compliance many major industry requirements
Simple to administrator. Simple user adoption.
Voice calling, conferencing, video, screen sharing
Presence automated and integrated across Office 365
Enterprise ready for small to very large environments
Auditing with eDiscovery and compliance searching

Digitally Transform Internal Collaboration
To truly do great work that enables your organization to grow beyond expectations, you must have people with
a diverse background. But then how do you bring together all of these people from different cultures and
different generations collaborate and share ideas? You enable them by providing Microsoft Teams as a chat
based workspace. This workspace is scalable for any small company in any industry to the largest enterprise on
the planet. Everyone is enabled to work real-time in a very frictionless way, the way they expect to work today.
It empowers any team to take a good idea and make it an awesome idea. This is how the world of tomorrow
will work. Today.

The Next Generation At Work

Microsoft Teams can become a major part of the digital transformation of an organization. As the millennial
generation continues to enter and grow in the workforce they are looking to use tools at work similar to what is
offered in the consumer space on smartphones and tablets. Microsoft Teams provides the perfect experience this
new generation craves while offering the features and ease of functionality that older generations desire as well.
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Microsoft Teams

Collaboration to Transform Your Business
Microsoft Teams is a Portal Into All Office 365 Services

Evaluation and Proof of Concept of Microsoft Teams

Let our digital workplace architects who specialize on the latest generation of Microsoft collaboration products
help guide you in your digital transformation. We offer customers an overview of Microsoft Office 365 with a focus
on Microsoft Teams to demonstrate the vast capabilities these products offer your organization. As part of this
overview engagement, we will help evaluate your organization and provide suggestions of how these new
collaboration capabilities will bring your employees together. We will provide stories of how other customers in
industries similar to yours have transformed and increased their capabilities to communicate. This two hour
engagement is just the start.

InsITe is Your Trusted Technology Advisor

We have been in business for over 20 years and have engaged with thousands of customers on a variety of
products. Our company has a long standing and difficult to achieve Microsoft Gold Partner accreditation in Cloud
Platform, Cloud Productivity, Collaboration and Content, Enterprise Mobility Management, Communications, and
Messaging. Our business has always been focused on Microsoft technologies and was one of the first to join
Microsoft in their journey to offer cloud services. Few companies can compare to our achievements and the
quality of people and work products we offer our customers.
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